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REHVA Community News 
 
Past REHVA President Mario Costantino passed away 
It is with great sorrow that we have to inform you that Mario Costantino, PhD, Honorary 
Fellow REHVA and REHVA President from 1982 to 1984 passed away. He was President of 
AiCARR for 2 terms, 1984-1989 and one of the founding fathers of the Federation and 
instrumental in the development of AiCARR-REHVA relationship, enthusiastic supporter of 
many common events. Mario was promoter of CLIMA 2000 programme and congress (Milano 
1975 and Napoli 2001), mastered AiCARR organization, but also teacher to young students 
and always friend to all Society members. He leaves an unforgettable example of 
professionalism and involvement. 
 

Order of the Dannebrog to Professor Bjarne W. Olesen  
Professor Bjarne W. Olesen, Technical University of Denmark and board member of 
REHVA has received from the Danish Queen the Order of the Dannebrog. The Order of 
the Dannebrog is a Knight Order of Denmark, instituted in 1671 by King Christian V. 
Today, the Chivalric Order of Dannebrog is a means of honouring and rewarding the 
faithful servants of the modern Danish state for meritorious civil or military service, 
for a particular contribution to the arts, sciences or business life or for those working 
for Danish interests. Congratulations Bjarne! 

 
Changes in the REHVA Office 

Alex Vanden Borre, REHVA Senior Project Engineer announced that he will be stepping aside from 
his post at the end of July. The new Secretary General, Jan Aufderheijde will take over his 
responsibilities during the search for the new candidate. 
 
REHVA Technical Seminar in Brussels – October 18, 2012 
REHVA’s next Seminar will be held at the Thon Hotel Bristol Stephanie in Brussels, Belgium on the 
18th October 2012. The focus of this Seminar will be on Buildings and HVAC-Products related to the 
EU Energy Efficiency Regulations. The speakers of the Conference are invited top experts of their 
field representing policy makers from European Commission, leaders from important organisations, 
scientists from top universities and professionals from member states of the European Union.  
Come and share your experience and expectations. More information 
 
EPEE-Eurovent-REHVA Seminar Energy Efficient Buildings – Healthy people  
On 20 June 2012, during the EU Sustainable Energy Week, EPEE, Eurovent and REHVA organised a 
conference around the theme: Energy Efficient Buildings – Healthy people. More than 70 
participants attended the conference, dedicated to the importance of indoor air quality. Recently, 
the EU has strongly focused on energy efficient buildings - and has thus not granted less attention to 
indoor air quality. However, this topic plays a major role: the majority of our lifetime is spent indoors 
and the air quality impacts on both our health and our productivity at work. All presentations are 
available at REHVA website 
 
REHVA and FINVAC seminar at FinnBUILD 2012 
In the Helsinki Exhibition & Convention Centre, FINVAC and REHVA will host a seminar on October 
11th, 2012. The topic of the seminar is Implementation EU energy efficiency policy in Finland. 
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REHVA Journal 2012 issues 
The October issue of the REHVA Journal (5/2012) will focus on Heat Pumps and Renewable Energies 
– Articles are due by October 1. The guest editor of this issue is Michael Schmidt – 
michael.schmidt@ige.uni-stuttgart.de.  
 
The December issue of the REHVA Journal (6/2012) will focus on Energy Efficient Renovation – 
Articles are due by November 1. The guest editors of this issue are Branko Todorovic and Marija 
Todorovic – todorob@eunet.rs, deresmt@eunet.rs. 
 

Upcoming HVAC Events 
 
Ventilation 2012, 17-19 September 2012, Paris, France 
More information available online: www.inrs-ventilation2012.fr. 
 
CHILLVENTA 2012, 9-11 October 2012, Nuremberg, Germany 
Chillventa 2012, the exhibition highlight for the refrigeration, air-
conditioning, ventilation and heat pump sectors, is approaching rapidly. More information 
 
FINNBUILD 2012, 9-12 October 2012, Helsinki, Finland 
FinnBuild International building and building services fair at the Helsinki 
Exhibition & Convention Centre – More information 
 
33rd AIVC Conference and 2nd TightVent Conference, 10-12 October 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark 
The joint conference 33rd AIVC Conference and 2nd TightVent Conference aims to focus on Ventilative 
Coolings and Airtightness for [nearly] Zero-Energy Buildings, IAQ and comfort will be held in 
downtown Copenhagen in the building AXELBORG. 
For more information, please visit www.aivc.org or www.tightvent.eu. 
 
7th International HVAC Cold Climate Conference, 12-14 November 2012, Calgary, Canada 
For more information, visit the website 
 

EME3- 1st World Meeting on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, 21 - 23 November 2012, Madrid, Spain 
For more information, visit the website 
 

Aqua – Therm Moscow, 5 – 8 February 2013, Moscow, Russia 
The leading event in Russia in the industry of heating, water supply, sanitary 
technologies, air-conditioning, ventilation and the equipment for pools, saunas 
and spa. For more information, visit the website 
 

ACREX, 7 – 9 March 2013, Mumbai, India 
REHVA will organise several workshops at this event. A special issue of the REHVA 
journal will also be distributed in collaboration with ISHRAE. www.acrex.org.in.  
For sponsoring contact: cd@rehva.eu 
 

CLIMA 2013, Prague, Czech Republic, 16-19 June 2013  
The 11th REHVA World Congress CLIMA 2013 will take place in Prague on 16-19 June 
2013 with the theme of “Energy Efficient, Smart and Healthy Buildings”. REHVA will 
organise several workshops at this event. Please visit www.clima2013.org 
 

For more HVAC events, please check the REHVA Events Calendar on www.rehva.eu and also 
www.buildup.eu 
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European Commission supported projects 
 
3ENCULT EU Project 
The project 3ENCULT bridges the gap between conservation of historic buildings and climate 
protection, which is not an antagonism at all: historic buildings will only survive if maintained as 
living space. Energy efficient retrofit is useful for structural protection as well as for comfort reasons 
- comfort for users and “comfort” for heritage collections. 3ENCULT will demonstrate the feasibility 
of “Factor 4 to Factor 10” reduction in energy demand, depending on the case and the heritage 
value.  
The 3ENCULT EU project wins the Innovation Award at AR&PA:  Awarded for exemplary action in 
facilitating the connection between conservation of historic landmarks and citizens, the 3ENCULT 
project highlights that citizens are crucial actors in safeguarding a new life for historic buildings 
across Europe. 
Read more on this award and the 3ENCULT project 
 

EU regulations 
 

The contents of the Energy efficiency directive agreed on Jun 14th  
A provisional deal on the proposed new EU energy efficiency directive was struck by MEPs and 
Council negotiators of the European parliament and the Council on Thursday 14 June. This directive 
would require EU Member States to save energy in specific ways, e.g. by renovating buildings and 
stipulating the size of energy savings to be delivered by utilities. The EU has set itself the target of 
improving energy efficiency by 20% by 2020 (from 1990 levels), but the European Commission 
estimates that the EU will achieve only half that improvement unless it takes specific measures. The 
proposed directive establishes a common framework for these measures. EU Member States would 
have to set themselves national energy efficiency targets, and by June 2014, the Commission would 
have to assess the progress achieved to date. The proposed directive would replace two existing 
directives - the Energy Savings Directive (ESD), and the Cogeneration Directive. It aims to fill gaps 
where measures are lacking, improve the effectiveness of existing ones, and in doing so, to provide a 
boost to the economy. The European Parliament believes that energy efficiency can help drive the 
EU by reducing dependence on imports, creating jobs, freeing up financial resources, enhancing 
industrial competitiveness, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
A full summary of the measures that would be required by the directive is published in the new issue 
of the REHVA Journal available online. In the negotiations several exemptions were added into the 
final text to be able to reach the consensus. These exemptions weaken the impact of the directive. 
 
EU Ecolabel and Green Public Procurement for Office Buildings 
European Commission DG Environment with help of the Joint Research Centre, Seville, 
is developing an EU Ecolabel that awards the best environmental performance 
buildings and GPP (Green Public Procurement) criteria to promote an environmentally-
friendlier public consumption. The EU Ecolabel for buildings will allow consumers to 
identify the officially kinder environmental products easily and manufacturers to show 
and communicate to their customers that their products respect the environment. In addition, the 
EU Ecolabel will not create barriers to trade; just on the contrary, it can give a competitive 
advantage. This study is being carried out by the Joint Research Centre's Institute for Prospective 
Technological Studies (JRC-IPTS). The work is being developed for the European Commission's 
Directorate General for the Environment. The process can be followed through the project website. 
Stakeholder involvement is a crucial part of this study. By registering as a stakeholder, you can stay 
informed of latest additions to this site and engage in the consultation. 
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Public consultation on Intelligent Energy- Europe III in Horizon 2020 now open 
As the Intelligent Energy-Europe II (IEE II) programme (2007-2013) draws to a close, options for 
following it up with a successor need to be considered. This consultation starts that process. In the 
Commission’s proposal for the next Multiannual Financial Framework (2014-2020), it has been 
proposed that the successor to IEE II (IEE III) will continue under the Energy Challenge of the future 
EU programme for Research and Innovation ´Horizon 2020´. This public consultation will provide an 
important contribution for shaping IEE III in Horizon 2020.Deadline for response to the Public 
consultation is September 5, 2012. 
More information on this Public Consultation. Commission Regulation (EU) No 206/2012 of 6 March 
2012 implementing Directive 2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council with 
regard to Ecodesign requirements for air conditioners and comfort fans (2012/145/EU) –  
Link to the text  
 
Guidelines accompanying the cost-optimal framework methodology regulation published in EU 
official Journal, 19 April 2012 
Guidelines accompanying Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 244/2012 of 16 January 2012 
supplementing Directive 2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on the energy 
performance of buildings by establishing a comparative methodology framework for calculating 
cost-optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements for buildings and building 
elements (2012/C 115/01) are published - Link to the text  
 
Energy labelling of space heaters and combination heaters – new draft 
New draft, revised after an internal consultation in the Commission, for “COMMISSION DELEGATED 
REGULATION (EU) supplementing Directive 2010/30/EU of the European Parliament and of the 
Council with regard to the energy labelling of space heaters, combination heaters, packages of space 
heater, temperature control and solar device and packages of combination heater, temperature 
control, solar device and passive flue heat recovery device” has been sent to Member States for 
national commentary and will be discussed at the end of June 2012 in Commission expert meeting. - 
More about eco-design and energy labelling  
 
Ecodesign – new progress in regulations 
Ecodesign – Lot 6 Air-conditioning and ventilation – final reports now available 
The project "ENTR Lot 6 – Air Conditioning and Ventilation Systems" closes in July 2012.  
 The “Document” page of the project now contains links to the complete final outcome: executive 
summaries and reports from tasks 1 to 7 of both “Ventilation” and “Air conditioning” parts of the 
study.  
Ecodesign – Lot 20 and 21 For Lot 20 “Local room heating products”, final reports are now available. 
For central heating products (Lot 21), so far no final reports are available, but the minutes from the 
final stakeholder meeting are available. Forum meetings have been planned for autumn 2012 
relating to the development or revision of Ecodesign Regulations, including Local room heating 
systems (ENER Lot 20 – to be held on 20 September 2012), Central ventilation (ENTR Lot 6 / 
ventilation + ENER Lot 10 / residential ventilation – planned to be held on 23 October 2012) and, still 
subject to progress in the development of the measurement method, Central air heating and central 
cooling products (ENER Lot 21 and ENTR Lot 6 / air conditioning – planned to be held in December 
2012)  
 

Register to REHVA Newsletter free of charge 

Founded in 1963, REHVA is a European organization connecting European professionals in the area of Building Engineering 
Services, and representing more than 100.000 building services engineers from 26 European countries. 

REHVA is the leading professional HVAC organization in Europe, dedicated to the improvement of health, comfort and 
energy efficiency in all buildings and communities. 

REHVA Office address: rue Washington 40 – B-1050 Brussels – Belgium - www.rehva.eu - info@rehva.eu 
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